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Hello again Jeff,

Thank you for posting my commentary last week 'Our Race Will Rule Undisputed Over The World' http://rense.com/general45/race.htm , it seems that this article shocked many Jews around the world. I have been inundated with hundreds of e-mail. I would like to apologise to many of you for not replying, I promise that I will reply to each one of you in time. If any of you had email 'problems' trying to contact me, please try again.

One question which was repeated in many of the emails to me was: 'How can we find the full Rabbinovich speech?'

I searched the Internet, but all websites with Rabbi Rabbinovich speech have been 'cleaned up' or blocked (I assume by the Zionists, as usual). Since I remember hearing from my grandfather about this speech already in the fifties, I decided to contact my Rabbi. He searched his favourite website http://abbc.com/ and found the full article. I am enclosing here the full speech by Rabbi Rabbinovich (Rabinovich).

To tell you the truth, I was surprised at the fantastic reaction of your readers to this speech. After all there is little new in that speech, and most people who read the Elders Of Zion Protocols are already very familiar with this information. Unfortunately we Jews are NOT allowed to read the Protocols, as the Zionists want to keep us uninformed to the hidden agenda of Zionism.

Some of the email I received claimed that The Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion are a forgery.

To this I have five comments:

1. If it is a 'forgery', it implies that there is an original somewhere, WHERE IS IT? WHO WROTE IT?
2. Whether it is a forgery or not IS IRRELEVANT for the simple reason that our Zionist 'Jewish' 'brothers' have already implemented most, if not all of it. That is a fact. Every Jew who reads the Protocols knows that it was written by Jews, NO ONE ELSE could have written them.

3. The gentiles are really stupid (sorry), until now, they did not realise yet that the Zionists essentially control them.

4. It is VERY sad that most honest and honorable Jewish thinkers and intellectuals' articles are posted today on Moslem websites only.

5. As a person who grew up on Jewish ethics, I am at a great loss and shame to see our Zionist Rabbis justifying the present Moslem holocaust in the name of God and our Jewish religion. One thing I am sure of, if there is God, he is NOT 'Zionistically' Jewish. After reading many non-Zionists Jewish websites, I started believing as do many Rabbis in New York, that Zionism is: Satan hijacking our Jewish religion.

Some of the emails were complaints that they could not buy The Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion. This is true, as we Jews control most of the printing and book distribution in the USA and many other countries. I had to go myself to: http://churchoftrueisrael.com/protocols/

I printed it and made 100 copies, and distributed them to ALL my friends and ALL members of my synagogue. I encouraged everyone to distribute them to as many friends as possible. Unless the stupid gentiles understand the Zionist agenda, we are marching blindly into WW3 as lemmings off the cliff.

I would like to thank you, Jeff, for your wonderful website and for being the best source of knowledge on the Internet for Jews. I took the time to write you this second comment as I feel that it is OUR responsibility as Jews to alert the world to the dangers of Zionism.

Sincerely,

Rose Rabbinovich
rabbinovich@bluemail.ch
Former Zionist
Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia

****

http://abbc.com/quotes/q001-050.htm
RABBI RABINOVICE'S SPEECH OF JANUARY 12TH, 1952

A report from Europe carried the following speech of Rabbi Emmanuel Rabinovich before a special meeting of the Emergency Council of European Rabbis in Budapest, Hungary, January 12, 1952: “Greetings, my children; You have been called her to recapitulate the principal steps of our new program. As you know, we had hoped to have twenty years between wars to consolidate the great gains which we made from World War II, but our increasing numbers in certain vital areas is arousing opposition to us, and we must now work with every means at our disposal to precipitate World War III within five years [They did not precipitate World War III but they did instigate the Korean War when on June 25, 1950 they ordered the North Korean army to launch a surprise attack on South Korea. On June 26, the U.N. Security Council condemned the invasion as aggression and ordered withdrawal of the invading forces. Then on June 27, 1950, our Jewish American President Truman ordered air and naval units into action to enforce the U.N. order. Not achieving their full goals, they then instigated the overthrow of South Vietnam Ngo Dinh Diem, Premier under Bao Dai, who deposed the monarch in 1955 and established a republic with himself as President. Diem used strong U.S. backing to create an authoritarian regime, which soon grew into a full-scale war, with Jewish pressure escalating U.S. involvement].

The goal for which we have striven so concertedly for three thousand years is at last within our reach, and because its fulfillment is so apparent, it behooves us to increase our efforts and our caution tenfold. I can safely promise you that before ten years have passed, our race will take its rightful place in the world, with every Jew a king and every Gentile a slave (Applause from the gathering). You remember the success of our propaganda campaign during the 1930's, which aroused anti-American passions in Germany at the same time we were arousing anti-German passions in America, a campaign which culminated in the Second World War. A similar propaganda campaign is now being waged intensively throughout the world. A war fever is being worked up in Russia by an incessant anti-American barrage while a nation-wide anti-Communist scare is sweeping America. This campaign is forcing all the smaller nations to choose between the partnership of Russia or an alliance with the United States. Our most pressing problem at the moment is to inflame the lagging militaristic spirit of the Americans. The failure of the Universal Military Training Act was a great setback to our plans, but we are assured that a suitable measure will be rushed through Congress immediately after the 1952 elections. The Russians, as well as the Asiatic peoples, are well under control and offer no objections to war, but we must wait to secure the Americans. This we hope to do with the issue of Anti-Semitism, which worked so well in uniting the Americans against Germany. We are counting heavily on reports of anti-Semitic outrages in Russia to whip up indignation in
the United States and produce a front of solidarity against the Soviet power. Simultaneously, to demonstrate to Americans the reality of anti-Semitism, we will advance through new sources large sums of money to outspokenly anti-Semitic elements in America to increase their effectiveness, and we shall stage Anti-Semitic outbreaks in several of their largest cities. This will serve the double purpose of exposing reactionary sectors in America, which then can be silenced, and of welding the United States into a devoted anti-Russian unit. (Note: -- Protocol of Zion No. 9, para. 2, states that anti-Semitism is controlled by them. At the time of this speech they had already commenced their campaign of anti-Semitism in Czechoslovakia). Within five years, this program will achieve its objective, the Third World War, which will surpass in destruction all previous contests. Israeli, of course, will remain neutral, and when both sides are devastated and exhausted, we will arbitrate, sending our Control Commissions into all wrecked countries. This war will end for all time our struggle against the Gentiles.

We will openly reveal our identity with the races of Asia and Africa. I can state with assurance that the last generation of white children is now being born. Our Control Commissions will, in the interests of peace and wiping out inter-racial tensions.

Forbid the Whites to mate with Whites. The White Women must cohabit with members of the dark races, the White Men with black women. Thus the White Race will disappear, for the mixing of the dark with the White means the end of the White Man, and our most dangerous enemy will become only a memory. We shall embark upon an era of ten thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax Judaica, and our race will rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will easily enable us to retain mastery over a world of dark peoples.

Question from the gathering: Rabbi Rabinovich, what about the various religions after the Third World War?

Rabinovich: There will be no more religions. Not only would the existence of a priest class remain a constant danger to our rule, but belief in an after-life would give spiritual strength to irreconcilable elements in many countries, and enable them to resist us. We will, however, retain the rituals and customs of Judaism as the mark of our hereditary ruling caste, strengthening our racial laws so that no Jew will be allowed to marry outside our race, nor will any stranger be accepted by us. (Note: Protocol of Zion No. 17 para. 2, states: 'Now that freedom of conscience has been declared everywhere (as a result of their efforts they have previously stated) only years divide us from the moment of the complete wrecking of that [Hated] Christian Religion. As to other religions, we shall have still less difficulty with them.')
We may have to repeat the grim days of World War II, when we were forced to let the Hitlerite bandits sacrifice some of our people, in order that we may have adequate documentation and witnesses to legally justify our trial and execution of the leaders of America and Russia as war criminals, after we have dictated the peace. I am sure you will need little preparation for such a duty, for sacrifice has always been the watchword of our people, and the death of a few thousand lesser Jews in exchange for world leadership is indeed a small price to pay. To convince you of the certainty of that leadership, let me point out to you how we have turned all of the inventions of the White Man into weapons against him. His printing presses and Radios are the mouthpieces of our desires, and his heavy industry manufactures the instruments which he sends out to arm Asia and Africa against him.

Our interests in Washington are greatly extending the Point Four Program (viz. Colombo Plan) for developing industry in backward areas of the world, so that after the industrial plants and cities of Europe and America are destroyed by atomic warfare, the Whites can offer no resistance against the large masses of the dark races, who will maintain an unchallenged technological superiority. And so, with the vision of world victory before you, go back to your countries and intensify your good work, until that approaching day when Israeli will reveal herself in all her glorious destiny as the Light of the World." (Note: Every statement made by Rabinovich is based on agenda contained in the "Protocols of Zion.")

Comment
From Name Witheld
12-1-3

Nice find, but I object to being classed as a stupid Gentile. After all in the article the recently awakened Rose Rabbinovich marvels at all the emails she received from shocked Jews around the world who apparently were ignorant of the fact that they are being manipulated by Zionists. Join the club Rose! I won't use the 'stupid' word. Ignorance and stupidity are not the same thing, and 'willful ignorance' is again something entirely different. Rose your Zionist past seems to crop up when you say the Protocols could ONLY be written by Jews. Do you mean Khazars, Sephardic Jews or maybe people of the Semitic language group who were followers of some ancient Satanic cult? Personally I agree with Makow and his reasoning when he suggests that they were probably written by or with Rothschild.

Alright sniping shall cease, we are on the same side, at the very least looking for the truth and attempting to banish ignorance. By the way, the Protocols are available on Amazon.
Please do not print my name or email address; I don't need these neo-Nazi nutcases spamming me. Many thanks for helping to set the record straight

Comment
From ZulaZorana
12-1-3

Dear Jeff - Where would we be without you? May God shower you with blessings for the wonderful job you are doing. I just wanted to comment on the article of Kol Nidre and the Comment from Name Withheld -

"Please do not print my name or email address; I don't need these neo-Nazi nutcases spamming me. Many thanks for helping to set the record straight"

Good for you, Name Withheld. It seems that you are living in a different world from the rest of humanity. Because we the inferior Goyim of this world (which is the majority) haven't had the record straight for more than a century.

All the people I know who have woken up to the Zionist conspiracy are in no way "neo-Nazi nutcases". To tell you the truth I have never met a neo-Nazi. I can only guess how bad it must have been for Jews to live in Nazi Germany when I see on the news how bad it is for the Palestinians living under Zionism. To tell the truth, the closest I have been to a neo-Nazi (which I believe is all about violent racism) is when I read in Newsgroups how Jewish people talk about Arabs being inferior, and how superior Jewish people are.

Many times, I have tried to post articles to Jewish newsgroups making it clear that due to Ethnicity, age group and gender, I cannot be catalogued under this term. And my postings never get through. I notice they only let posters through who are clearly white supremacists. I consider this to be very manipulative. And then these Zionists become 'angry' when we believe the stuff that is written about them. How can we not believe it when this information is being personally confirmed every step of the way?

Whom do they think they are fooling? 59% of Europe cannot be KKK or white supremacist. Wake up, Name Withheld!! Times are changing and the truth is being shouted from the rooftops!! The unstoppable Wave of Truth is here, and if you try to get in its way it will just blow you away. Incidentally, I am not Arabic and have no religion or political affiliation...I am just another inferior, stupid Goy.

Zula
Dear Rose,

Thank you for posting this. The situation is too far gone for Gentiles to do anything about it, especially since all their leaders appear to be Zionist pawns. They certainly run the risk of having massive "terrorist" strikes, carried out by the usual suspects, in their cities. Only Jews of conscience can turn this thing around. If they do, a great work will be accomplished. If they don't, when the tide turns, and surely it will turn--just as day follows night, there will be immense suffering for the Jew everywhere.

Good luck.

hj

Comment

Rose,

For some time now, I've worked to separate the "wacko conspiracy stuff" from the more occult truth of the movement of world history - your recent contribution to the Rense.com website was quite welcome. I found in it many of the missing holes in my own observation of events. Things that puzzled me now make sense.

My 'gift' from my Creator has been to pull together abstract and seemingly unrelated "things" into a coherent pattern - this I've done for years on a variety of jobs and career endeavors. Several years ago I purchased a simple handgun because I could here in Arizona. Being a good citizen I began to research what the rules were of gun ownership. Thus began my journey into issues, subjects and things I sometimes wish I'd never uncovered.

You see, to me a loose thread must lead somewhere - so, I picked up the tread and began to unravel things. One of those "things" which has always bothered me was the ubiquitous "they" that seem to come up in discussions of conspiracy - who are "they"??

My research was given a warp drive boost following the Oklahoma City bombing which I watched on TV from only moments after the blast and through the entire day. Changes I noted in the early broadcasts seemed to morph as the day moved forward. I watched the damned reports and, as if by some magic, the story had changed to what is now the "official" version. I wasn't loosing my mind - I heard the local sheriff confirm that his bomb squad had found the second, and shortly later the third un-expolded bombs. I saw the bomb crater only minutes after the dust had settled.
Something was amiss. Since then I've been putting together the pieces - always insisting on solid verification, documentation, and facts. I do not deal in conjecture or speculation.

I know more than I wish to know now. It is a burden. Especially since there are few whom I can discuss such things, as the Bilderberg for example, with. Most people are sheeple and, who knows - maybe they deserve what is to come?? I don't know.

It is bigger than I - my timeline for 2007 - 2017 frightens me - where can someone take shelter from the coming storm - the perfect storm?

Anyway - thanks for listening and thanks for posting the information you have - visit my latest column listed below. The US Mexican border is my prime focus these days, so I write on immigration issues.

Keep the Faith, Bruce Barton

Comment
From Khut Mau
Dear Ms Rabbinowich,

I believe the Protocols were originally concocted in Russia as a bit of inflammatory propaganda by the Czarist Secret Police chief. One thing that seems to indicate they are not of Jewish origin is the degrees listed therein, which seems more relative to a Masonic Order.

Evil takes many forms and lodges in many different hearts. In this world there are swords of Light and Dark. That is the only division I recognize. There are many swords of Light in Israel and alas many swords of Darkness too. We must support the Light, wherever it may be: Israel, Palestine, Russia, China, Iraq, every place in the world is that chessboard.

Sincerely,
Nebt Khut Mau

Comment
Dear Rose,

You are absolutely correct! It does not matter who wrote what. What matters is the truth. I thank you for educating us on what Mr. Rabinovich wrote. When stupid gentiles write stupid remarks to you, questioning the authenticity of the
report, then they are stupid enough to allow themselves to be ruled by others, rather than be grateful for the truth and think for themselves.

I am in agreement with you. It is ironic that the Zionists are gentiles, too, and are not related to the historical Jews and the land of Israel. Remember what Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews of antiquity, said, "Woe unto those who call themselves Jews and are not..."

The Zionists will bring upon themselves damnation and judgment. And if you think it's pathetic that Jews are fleeing Israel now, just wait until the Zionists place the anti-Christ on the throne in the temple to be worshiped, causing the Abomination of Desolation, spoken of by Daniel. When that happens, the Jews will flee Israel even faster.

Be assured that there is a God!

Yours sincerely,

Jim Linzey

Comment
From David Friedman
A B <d3rdclsmail@earthlink.net>
12-3-3

Jeff and readers of rense.com,

I know you are all feeling smug and enlightened now that you think you've nailed the Je-- er, Zionist conspiracy(*). I hate to burst your bubble, but you have been fooled. The "Rose Rabbinovich" message is just another sorry ex-Je-I-mean-Zionist-confesses piece of propaganda. I wish I could say "Rose" is not fooling anybody, but judging by the comments, this is apparently not so. Let's take the message point by point.

I searched the Internet, but all websites with Rabbi Rabbinovich speech have been 'cleaned up' or blocked (I assume by the Zionists, as usual).

This is nonsense. There could be no such thing as a "cleaned-up" version of that vile writing. I had no trouble finding it on the popular Jew-hating sites (www.biblebelievers.org.au, www.stormfront.org, www.jewwatch.com, www.skrewdriver.net, etc..). I also found references to the speech being a fabrication by Eustace Mullins:

I decided to contact my Rabbi. He searched his favourite website http://abbc.com/
and found the full article.

People, http://abbc.com/ is "Radio Islam". Quote: "Judaism =Racism, Domination, Occupation [sic]." This is the alleged Rabbi's favorite site?!

Unfortunately we Jews are NOT allowed to read the Protocols, as the Zionists want to keep us uninformed to the hidden agenda of Zionism."

WHO is not allowing Jews to read the protocols? Does Rose belong to some strange cult that controls here access to media?

1. If it is a 'forgery', it implies that there is an original somewhere, WHERE IS IT? WHO WROTE IT?

If it is NOT a "forgery", it implies that there is an original somewhere. WHERE IS IT? WHO WROTE IT? I'm sure you'll be disappointed, "Rose", but the Protocols have already been debunked. The information is even on Rense's own site: http://www.rense.com/politics2/wcon.htm.

2. Whether it is a forgery or not IS IRRELEVANT for the simple reason that our Zionist 'Jewish' 'brothers' have already implemented most, if not all of it. That is a fact. Every Jew who reads the Protocols knows that it was written by Jews, NO ONE ELSE could have written them.

No one else could have written the Protocols? Oh, no. Certainly not someone wishing to slander Jews and distract from a real conspiracy (see the above link.)

By this reasoning, it could be stated: "Whether or not Muslims perpetrated the 9-11 attacks is IRRELEVANT. The fact is we have been attacked! It must have been the Muslims; NO ONE ELSE could have done it." Oh, "Rose", don't you see you are working against yourself?

3. The gentiles are really stupid (sorry), until now, they did not realise yet that the Zionists essentially control them.

"Rose", your message speaks volumes about your opinion of the audience's intelligence.

4. It is VERY sad that most honest and honorable Jewish thinkers and intellectuals'
articles are posted today on Moslem websites only.

Strange, that. Of course, by "honest and honorable," you mean the likes of Israel Shahak, who promoted slanderous lies about the Talmud (i.e., Jews) that have been disproved over and over again.

http://talmud.faithweb.com/
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Cyprus/8815/exp.html

By the way, I think it would be nice have these links posted on the main page of rense.com to balance what has recently been posted.

5. As a person who grew up on Jewish ethics,

If you "grew up on" Jewish ethics, you would not deal in slander.

I am at a great loss and shame to see our Zionist Rabbis justifying the present Moslem holocaust in the name of God and our Jewish religion.

I am in no way denying the atrocities committed by the military-industry-intelligence complex of Israel, but if you cannot tell by the "voice" that this is of Islamic activist origin, well.. you probably believe the Protocols were written by Jews just because it says so.

One thing I am sure of, if there is God, he is NOT 'Zionistically' Jewish.

Are you saying God IS Jewish? What kind of weird cult DO you belong to?!

After reading many non-Zionists Jewish websites, I started believing as do many Rabbis in New York, that Zionism is: Satan hijacking our Jewish religion.

As opposed to rabbis in Toledo. Sorry, "Rose", but a personal Satan is not a boogie-man in the Jewish religion.

Some of the emails were complaints that they could not buy The Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion. This is true, as we Jews control most of the printing and book distribution in the USA and many other countries. I had to go myself to:
http://churchoftrueisrael.com/protocols/

Again, nonsense. The Protocols are easier to find than the Rabonivich speech on the Web and in printed book form. The churchoftrueisrael.com banner reads, "Welcome Aryan Men and Women to the web site created by and for our race." Is this another one of your rabbi's favorite sites?
The "speech" itself has already been dealt with, but I will make one comment: Notice how slim the supposed GLOBAL plan is on specifics except for two things: anti-White and anti-Christian statements. Consider the source (the original source, not Radio Islam) and the target audience and THINK.

(*) Please don't tell me I don't understand the difference between Zionism and Judaism. I am going on what I see at abbc.com. Count the number of times "Jew" and "Judaism" appears versus "Zionism."

David Friedman
(No need to withhold my name.)